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How Things Have Changed! 

 
 

The swimming pool we all remember well. See how it looks today P.3 
 

 
An aerial view of the Slade Campus in the early days. Nowadays P.2  

              

A WORD FROM OUR PRESIDENT 

 

 

 
 
I attended a well organized meeting on October 2 to Save Our Slade (see report) 
I am looking forward to getting a report from Mary McLachlan and Suzette McIvor 
who are organizing a 50yr reunion for girls who started St Catharine’s in 1960.  
Richard Cleal is hoping many will attend his Brekky Creek Reunion.  Send in your 
reply if you intend going. 
I hope you are all enjoying the recent rain as it lovely to see everything green again. 
Margaret Stewart - President 

I was saddened to hear of the passing of Elizabeth 
Wickham.  She was 65 and had attended St 
Catharine’s (1959-62).  I delighted in receiving her 
quirky e-mails and when I visited her I was 
energized as she was so positive even in her 
worsening condition.  Along with a few other “old 
girls” we attended her funeral at St Mark’s, the 
Gap. 
Time moves on so quickly, so please send any 
memories that you have of your school days to 
Helen. She is always looking for contributions 
especially from the boys. 
The Council has not sold Slade yet.  I wrote to the 
Warwick Daily News recently after the headline 
“Council Will Flog off Slade” appeared, saying how 
demeaning I thought that wording was. 
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REUNION REPORTS 

North Queensland Get 
Together 

It has been arranged at last. 

Saturday 30th 
October 2010, 

 Natalie’s House 
33 Brighton Street, 

Gulliver 
Start 6.30pm. 

Dinner served at 
around 7.00/7.30pm. 
To make it as simple as 
possible for everyone, 

dinner will be supplied by 
Golden Roast Caterers, 
with roast beef and pork 

and all the trimmings. 
(Gluten free for Kaye 

arranged; any other special 
requirements please let me 

know) 
$25 per person; pre-dinner 
nibbles, dinner and sweets 

included. 

So far the replies are – 
YES 

Natalie Ferris 
Ray & Jenny Dickson 
Jock & Kaye Macdonald 
Barry & Gay Woodworth 
(depending on venue)  
Alan & Cathy Meikeljohn 
Eddie & Felicity Wickham 
Ray & Rosemary Menkens 
Dallas Foster 
POSSIBLES 

Sandy & Ray Mollenhagen 
Jon Stephenson 
NOT HEARD FROM 

Laurie & Julie Boyd 
Ros & Jim Warren  
APOLOGIES 

John Anderson 
Bruce Whybird 
 

Anyone who has any 
change/update on this please 
let me know ASAP. I look 
forward to seeing as many of 
you as possible. 
Ray Dickson,  
North Queensland Rep. 
………………………………….. 
60s Get Together at Brekky 

Creek 
So far the following have 
indicated they intend to attend 
 

Peter Curtis 
David Herbert 
Paul Holland 
Geoff Orr 
Ian Baker 
Derek Burnett 
Richard Noon 
Jim Groat 
Richard Cleal 
Joan White (Clothier) 
Mike McDade 
Bruce Mauch 
Lex Noble 
Kay Dorward (Whybird) 
Barbara Brosnan (Whybird) 
Barry Dixon 
Peter Slader 
Steve Cooke    
Sharyn Krzanich (Oakhill) 
Laurie Boyd 
John Bayliss 
Stuart Groat 
Roger Frizell 
Richard Busser 
Chris Nilion (Beecroft) 
Harry Haxton 
John Stibbard 
Djenan Sargood 
Ruth O’Donoghue 
Shandra Baker 
Jill Anthony (Gardner) 
Walter Robb 
Ross Thompson 
Alan Franklin 
 
As you know people can just 
roll up on the day but it would 
be great if they can contact 

me so I can add them to the 
list.  I can be contacted on 
rcleal@bigpond.net.au or (07) 
3420 6541   
The details are: 
   Saturday 6 November 2010 
  11am for lunch (and onwards 
for as long as people like) 
   Breakfast Creek Hotel 
  2 Kingsford Smith Drive 
  Breakfast Creek QLD 4010 
There will be an area set aside 
for us at the front of the hotel. 

Richard Cleal 
 
Check out 60s photos on 
the web site 
………………………………… 

St Catharine’s 40s Get 
Together 

Recently a group of Forties 
Girls met at Annabel's Place in 
Toowoomba for lunch to say 
hello to an old school friend 
with whom we had lost touch. 
Jean Willan (Wehl) was 
visiting from N.S.W. The event 
was arranged by her sister, 
Thelma, who was at St. 
Catharine’s for a short time 
and then attended St. 
Margaret’s. 
The old classmates from St. 
Catherine’s were Helen 
Darlington (Naylor), Joan 
Campbell (Hinton), Jocelyn 
McKenzie (Cunningham) and 
Joan Austin (Beckinsale). 
Other old Toowoomba friends 
were also present. 

Joan Austin 
………………………………….. 

Next General Meeting 

Saturday, Oct. 30, 2pm 

Parkhouse Café, 

Toowoomba 
Everyone is welcome to come. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Aerial view of Slade now 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
The ‘Save Our Slade’ banner 
on the way into Warwick from 
the north. Report on P.5
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This is the Warwick Indoor Recreation and 
Aquatic Centre that replaced the E.J. Portley Pool 

……………………………………… 

NEWS 

 
Thought you might like to mention in the next 
Kinawah that past student Alan Meiklejohn was a 
co-winner of Townsville's "Senior of the Year" for 
2010. Alan tries to get to our get-togethers but his 
Legacy work takes him out of town on a regular 
basis; he's a very busy retiree! 
Ray Dickson, Townsville 
Thank you for this information Ray. 
Congratulations, Alan from us all. 

………………………………….. 
I had an email from Lynne Johnson (St Cath’s 
1959-62) who wrote ‘was researching some family 
history stuff about Stanthorpe and came up with 
the following - it's from the Australian Dictionary of 
Biography. I'd never heard of Emma Crawford and 
perhaps there are others who haven't heard of her 
either. 
Here is the entry: 
CRAWFORD, EMMA (1864?-1939), teacher and 
mother superior, was born probably at Woolwich, 
Kent, England, daughter of Lieutenant William 
Crawford, adjutant of the coastal brigade of 
artillery, and his wife Sarah, née Gregg. Well-
educated and probably with some teaching 
experience, she came to Queensland shortly 
before her admission to the Anglican Society of 
the Sacred Advent in September 1896. Its 
founder, Sister Caroline, worked among the poor 
and neglected in Brisbane as she had in England; 
at the time of Emma Crawford's profession on 28 
December 1897 the society had accepted Bishop 
Webber's invitation to manage an orphanage and 
a 'rescue' home for women and babies. 
Under the provisions of the State Education Act of 
1875, religious instruction was banned in 
Queensland state schools. To satisfy demands for 
Anglican teaching, Webber asked the society both 
to open a primary day school and to  
manage the Eton High School for girls. In 
becoming sister-in-charge of the latter (later St 
Margaret's) Emma Crawford made Anglican girls' 
schools in Queensland viable. Though she did not 
become superior until 1905, she was influential 
from the late 1890s when Mother Caroline sought 
money and helpers in England. After developing 

an industrial school for wayward girls in Brisbane, 
the community took charge of a school in 
Stanthorpe in 1909 which was later moved to 
Warwick and named St Catharine's. 
During World War I Mother Emma accepted the 
invitation of Bishop Feetham to establish boarding 
schools for country girls in his diocese. St Anne's, 
Townsville, was opened in July 1917; St Mary's 
Herberton, in 1918 and St Gabriel's, Charters 
Towers, in 1921. After the war she acquired All 
Saints Hostel, Charleville, for far-west children 
attending the local state school, and in 1922 she 
accepted responsibility for St Martin's War 
Memorial Hospital in Brisbane. Her last major 
Brisbane venture was the foundation of St Aidan's 
School at Corinda in February 1929. She took the 
society to the diocese of Rockhampton in 1932 by 
accepting an invitation to manage St Faith's 
School at Yeppoon.  
When Mother Emma died of cancer on 9 March 
1939, the society was working in three of five 
Queensland dioceses. Its schools, based on 
English models, formed a definite system with 
similar uniforms and badges, high academic 
standards and an insistence on trained staff. The 
society never had more than thirty professed 
sisters. Mother Emma commented ruefully in 1906 
that 'responses to the call to the life of a sister are 
still very rare in Australia'. On her death, Bishop 
Feetham described her as 'the principal 
benefactress of this diocese'. Her most significant 
contribution was in moderating materialism and 
secularism in many aspects of Queensland life. A 
contemporary in the society described her as 
every inch a lady who could be icy if displeased, 
but always remained calm, even under great 
stress. Once, she managed to persuade 
Archbishop Donaldson to her point of view on 
issues on which his opinions had been equally 
firm.  
Author: Helen Gregory  
Print Publication Details: Helen Gregory, 
'Crawford, Emma (1864? - 1939)', Australian 
Dictionary of Biography, Volume 8, Melbourne 
University Press, 1981, p. 140.  
 

WHERE ARE THEY NOW? 

I am about to embark on a thing I have been 
meaning to do for a very long time…someday! By 
this I mean submitting a “blast from the past” of 
possible interest for “Kinawah”.  
As someone who has been responsible for 
producing countless newsletters over the years for 
different organisations I am well aware that there 
is a great deal that nobody ever sees that is 
necessary to produce this so thank you and well 
done! I would like to say how much it means to 
me (and no doubt many others) to receive a 
publication such as this. I find that regrettably it is 
not until we have almost lost touch altogether with 
some elements of our past that we come to 
realize that those same elements are of real 
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importance and indeed of great value. Eventually 
a little of the maturity that hopefully comes with 
advancing years brings us to this realization along 
with a few pangs of nostalgia for what we have 
allowed to be lost. 
Enough already! 
My big news is that I have just this year published 
my first book. It is called “Brigalow Billy Cans and 
Bottle Trees” (subtitled a Bush Upbringing in the 
Grosmont – Taroom – Wandoan Area). While my 
book is autobiographical it is not exactly an 
autobiography or a family history either. It spans 
about 15 years and tells the story of how my 
family settled on a green brigalow block in 1959 
under the War Service Land Settlement Scheme, 
starting from scratch and eventually getting the 
power on in 1973 and yes, there is a chapter 
included that talks about going to boarding school! 
The following excerpt (in Story) will probably bring 
back a few memories for some people! 
We had an initial official book launch in June as 
part of a family reunion at my brother, Leon’s 
place west of Emerald auctioning off the first copy 
for $250 (proceeds going to Beyond Blue). As a 
first time author, this was all new territory for me 
but everything went very well. I have published 
under the name of Joan Clothier White and if you 
google this name you will find a link to the 
interview I did with ABC Rockhampton in June at 
the website ABC Queensland. I have had some 
very positive feedback from readers and am about 
to embark on a second printing.  
Apart from this which has gainfully occupied me 
for the past twelve months or so, I married my 
husband, Peter, a Maths – Science teacher at the 
end of 1972. Since then we have lived in 
Toowoomba and raised three children. Most 
people are interested to hear that we have both 
been athletics officials since 1989 and served in 
this capacity at the 2000 Sydney Olympic and 
Paralympic Games, the Commonwealth Games at 
the MCG in 2006 and numerous others. Most 
people have the misguided notion that this is paid 
work but it is, in fact, voluntary. In order to be 
considered for appointment at any of the above 
major international events we were required to 
attend State and National Championships at our 
expense from the time Sydney was announced as 
the 2000 Olympic venue. This was quite a 
commitment and meant a lot of inter-state travel! 
The rewards are harder to explain but are best 
described by shared feelings of intense pride 
when athletes we have been officiating for over 
the years since they have been juniors meet with 
success at international level.   
I have been heavily involved in Neighbourhood 
Watch and am the editor and architect of regular 
area and district newsletters for many years. 
Working creatively and cooperatively to find 
practical, peaceful solutions to cross-cultural 
issues is a particular ongoing interest of mine. On 
those rare nights in Toowoomba that are cloud 

free we do our best to indulge our interest in 
astronomy. 
From Joan Clothier. 
 

The Anglican Parish of Drayton (Toowoomba) is 
the home to several past students including Lois 
Burton (Puschmann), St Cath’s 1963-64 who 
writes: After leaving school I worked in Oakey until 
I met my husband, Doug, a school teacher in 
Dalby. We were married in 1978. 
I’m now retired and am enjoying every moment. 
Being retired gives us more time to spend with the 
family, especially my father who is 92 and lives on 
his own in a little unit on Bribie Island. He 
manages to cook and do all the household chores 
himself. Not forgetting our two daughters, Amanda 
and Lucy (who is a Liturgical Assistant), and our 
two grandsons.  
I belong to St Matthew’s Anglican Parish of 
Drayton of which there are five churches. 
After all these years, I met up with Helen Moloney 
(Robb) at St Mary’s, Harristown. Also in our 
Parish we have Wyn Munnings (Boatfield) 1945-
47, Alma Hamblin (Rauchle) 1946-47, Helen 
Darlington (Naylor), Desley Burton (West)1946 
and we have frequent visits from Bishop Robert 
Nolan, Slade 1964-65, who is always ready to 
chat about school days. 
Recently, on a bus trip run by the St Matthews 
Guild to Stanthorpe we visited Sutton’s Juice 
Factory. There was an article about David Sutton 
and his factory in a previous Kinawah. 

 
Lois, Wyn, Desley, David, Helen and Alma at 
Sutton’s Juice Factory in Stanthorpe. 
Wyn Munnings (Boatfield) 1945-47 writes:  
After leaving school I worked at home for two 
years then worked in a Stanthorpe office for a few 
years. I married Norman in 1952 and went to live 
on an orchard at Bapaune, near Stanthorpe.  
In 1953 our twin daughters were born and then in 
1956 we had twin sons! When the boys were 
three we came to live in Toowoomba were we had 
another son and daughter several years later. As 
a result I have been a stay at home mum for most 
of my life. 
I have always been involved in helping at the 
Harristown Primary and Harristown High Schools 
as well as with the Girl Guides. For the last 
nineteen years I’ve been the Treasurer of the St 
Matthews Guild where we have been parishioners 
for fifty years.  
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We now live in a small retirement village in the 
grounds of St Matthews. I spend my time doing 
patchwork which I really enjoy. 

LOST AND FOUND 
Steve Rowan was able to supply the following 
information on one of our lost – not such good 
news unfortunately: 
Re the query on the whereabouts of John Killeen 
who was in the same class in Senior as Fred 
Nussey and Adam Clark (School Captain) in 
1951.  John ended up in Germany and married a 
girl over there. Several years ago, was known to 
have left Germany after separation from his wife, 
and he proceeded on a journey through France 
into Spain where he was going to join a 
monastery.  We endeavoured to locate him many 
years ago, and Fred finally found out that he had 
passed away whilst making his way to Spain, and 
the location of his grave is not known. 
Thanks Steve. 
 

Does anyone know the whereabouts of 
Rosemary Avis?   
Eleanor McGovern is trying to track down 
Rosemary who went to St Catharine’s during 
1956, she thinks. 
Her father was a bank manager and she thinks he 
was at Stanthorpe at the time. Eleanor also thinks 
that her married name may be “Foreman”.  
If you can help, please phone Eleanor on 
46304205, or contact her by email – 
elepete@powerup.com.au. 
 
I’ve been trying to update my email list but keep 
having the following names rejected. If you know 
the current email address of any of these past 
students please let the editor know. Thank you. 
Peter Cover, Doug Deshon, Don Ellis, Brian 
Riddiford, Stewart Meiklejohn, Graham 
Heilbronn, Timothy Heilbronn, Greg Suhr and 
Margaret Tiller.   
…………………………………………………………

NOSTALGIX 

Do you remember? We had a 
wonderful teacher, Fay Spears 
who taught what was 
considered to be the 
commercial course, typing, 
shorthand and bookkeeping. 
For some reason you got the 
impression that these subjects 
were looked down upon, 
whereas in actual fact I 
probably got a better basis to 
progress from these, rather 
than some of the other 
subjects I did. As a matter of 
fact the girls, who did just 
those subjects, plus just 
English and Maths, really 
enjoyed their time at school. I 
often wished I had done the 
same thing. In those days if 
you didn’t choose to be a 
teacher or a nurse, women 
didn't have a lot of other 
choice and that commercial 
course was a very good basis 
to start a career in business. I 
knew of a girl who could not 
afford to go to boarding school 
and after a few years did a six 
months typing course and built 
a very good career from that. 
It did make you wonder about 
the worth of spending that 
time at high school. Some of 
us probably did not realise 
what a good education we 
actually got at the little one-
teacher bush primary schools. 
We later realised we had 
actually received a much 

better basic education than 
perhaps many had in the 
cities. 
I remember when I went to St. 
Catharine's you didn't get out 
much if you weren’t part of the 
sport’s teams. There was 
hardly ever an excursion and 
not even the Easter picnic that 
we’ve heard so much about. If 
you were too far away from 
your home you didn't get the 
mid-term break if you didn’t 
have a friend's place to go to. 
You actually didn't mind if you 
had a dental appointment as 
you got to walk through the 
town on your own. 
Do you remember how we all 
loved our little chapel, even 
the most non-reverend of us? 
We were told that it was 
originally a stable and I think 
that was most fitting. The 
sisters used to hold all night 
vigils there over Easter. We all 
took short turns as part of that 
vigil. We also liked our little 
hospital. I never had a stint in 
there. When I got German 
measles I thought I may have 
to, but there were so many of 
us who had it that we just 
continued lessons. Any girl 
who did spend time in there 
saw a whole other side of 
Sister Kate, her very caring 
nursing side. She sometimes 
had all-night shifts if she was 
worried about her patient. 

Do you remember? The 24 
hour silence we had to 
maintain at Easter. It was 
really difficult for many of us to 
do this, but most of us actually 
managed it amongst some 
stage whispering. Have you 
ever tried to do that again? 
Do you remember standing for 
the bell tolling during the 
Angelus each day? 
Do you remember? That if you 
were sitting out in the field or 
anywhere for that matter, if a 
sister or a teacher walked past 
you were supposed to get up, 
stand and face toward them. 
Oh! How we would be lost in 
concentration on our books or 
whatever we were doing, so 
that we didn’t notice who was 
walking past, otherwise we 
had to get up and down like 
yo-yos. 
Do you remember? 
Fluorescent socks. The first 
thing one girl would do, when 
we got on the train to go home 
for holidays, was to don her 
socks with her uniform. 
Do you remember when we all 
had to have a skin test to 
show positive or negative 
reactions for TB? There were 
a handful of girls who showed 
positive and had to go to the 
Warwick hospital to have an 
X-ray (my God! I wonder what 
the X-rays of those days did to 
a person in the long term.) It 
was a worrying time. 
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SLADE CAMPUS 

 
 
On Sunday, October 2, 
Margaret McKinnon organized 
a meeting to ‘Save Our Slade 
from developers’ for interested 
people in the community.  
Sixteen people were present.  
Margaret is an ex Warwick 
High School teacher. She 
wants the State Government 
to buy Slade so that the High 
School will have land when 
they need to expand as it is 
bursting at the seams now. 
Margaret says “The 
developers are circling right 
now.  It would be a criminal act 
to break up the whole property 
so it is best to sell it to a 
purchaser who would use it as 
an educational facility.  If the 
State Govt. could buy it for $4 
million and upgrade it for 
another $4 million this would 
be a huge saving, as setting 
up a new school costs about $ 
30 million.  The five buildings 
that are heritage listed are 
situated in the middle of the 
property so that section would 
be difficult to develop.” 
There are quite a large 
number of small clubs who 
hire the hall and cannot afford 
to go elsewhere. 
An online petition will be 
forwarded to you all shortly.  
Quite a few people said they 
would sit in the shopping 
centre to get shoppers to sign 
the petition.  
Alan Donovan congratulated 
Margaret on being so 
passionate and dedicated 
towards ‘Saving Our Slade’. 
The Open Day is set down for 
Saturday, October 23 from 
9a.m. to noon. All past 
students are invited to attend 
and help out with guiding 
visitors around the campus. 

FORMATION OF THE SAVE 
OUR SLADE COMMITTEE 
AND ITS PROGRESS TO 
DATE 15.10.2010 
Following the visit to the Slade 
Site, in the last week of 
September 2010, a small 
group of locals (concerned by 
the Council’s decision to sell 
Slade) formed the above 
committee, to retain Slade 
School in its entirety.  They 
could see that – 
# Slade School is an important 
part of Warwick’s History, 
having existed here since 
1922, and forms part of our 
Heritage.  As such it should 
remain. 
# The campus held untold 
possibilities for future 
educational purposes for 
Warwick students, whose High 
School is bursting at the 
seams. 
# The former Slade School 
would provide a conducive 
setting to foster the 
educational, physical, social 
and emotional needs of young 
people in a very pleasant, 
stimulating environment 
covering 20 acres. 
 
As a result we have been 
concentrating our efforts on 
bringing this matter to the 
attention of the Queensland 
Government. 
We are asking them to 
purchase the Slade School 
from the Southern Downs 
Regional Council, as the latter 
has already advertised for 
tenders to market the school.  
We have only a matter of a 
couple of months to bring this 
to the attention of Government 
and a resolution.  Time is of 
the essence, if our endeavours 
are to be successful. 
We have been collecting 
signatures on our petition, 
which we will present to our 
local member, Lawrence 
Springborg, on October 29 in 
Warwick. (Numbering more 
than 800 at present, but we 
need thousands to make an 
impact!) 
a) We are holding an Open 
Day at the Slade Campus on 
23 October from 9a.m. till 12 

noon, to show people why the 
campus must be retained, and 
to collect further signatures.   
b) The banner advertising this 
has been provided by the 
Slade-St Catharine’s Past 
Students’ Association, and is 
displayed prominently on the 
highway into town.  
c) We have sent out a media 
release, which has given the 
cause publicity on radio, 
television and in newspapers.  
We feel that the word is 
spreading. 
d) We have forwarded material 
supporting the campaign, to 
the Education Minister, as a 
result of speaking with Kerry 
Shine, member for 
Toowoomba North, who wrote 
on our behalf.  We felt that we 
must have bi-partisan support 
to put this before Government, 
as Lawrence is in Opposition. 
e) To support our efforts, you 
could write letters to the 
Premier, Education Minister or 
other members of Parliament 
to give this matter more notice. 
Also our petition is available 
on-line to sign at 
http://www.gopetition.com/petit
ion/39512.html  
Margaret McKinnon - 
Coordinator - 9 Shipley Street, 
Warwick 4370. Phone 4661 
2200.   

 

 
YOUR REVAMPED URL 
WWW.SSPSA.COM.AU 
Log on to view history, news, 
photos, coming events and much 
more. 
If you aren’t on the internet you 
could visit a library or a friend to 
see what has been happening. 
Enjoy!  
 
SAVE US HEAPS 
IF YOU HAVE AN EMAIL 
ADDRESS WHICH WE 
DON’T HAVE, PLEASE LET 
US KNOW SO WE CAN 
SEND YOU A NEWSLETTER 
OVER THE INTERNET.   
EACH NEWSLETTER SENT 
THIS WAY SAVES YOUR 
ASSOCIATION $3 
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MUSEUM REPORT 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Be aware that the items in the 
museum and the memorial 
windows are quite safe from 
developers. The content of the 
museum and furniture is ours, 
as well as the stained glass 
windows in the old classroom 
block.  They were bequeathed 
back to the association as a 
condition of sale when the 
council purchased the campus 
and is in their contract of sale.  
The deal being, that if the 
council sold the campus, the 
stained glass windows would 
be returned to us. 
 There are plaques around the 
entire campus attached to 
each building.  We would like 
to retrieve those if we can 
unless they will be taken care 
of by the council or the new 
owners request they remain. 
 If we have to vacate the 
premises, then Churchie has 
offered to house our collection 

in their museum. 
LETTERS 

The integrity of a newspaper 
is measured by its willing-
ness to accept criticism, 
advice and input from its 
readers.  Letters also reveal 
the insights of its readers 
who have been inspired by 
the newsletter to share their 
life experiences with other 
readers.  If you become so 
inspired, I urge you to write 
to The Editor nee Aunt 
Louie, “KINAWAH”, PO BOX 
9099, WYNNUM PLAZA, Q 
4178 or email your letter to: 
windmillpro@bigpond.com 
 
 
From the Forward Button 
Paraprosdokian  
Sentences:  
A paraprosdokian is a figure of 
speech in which the latter part 

of a sentence or phrase is 
surprising or unexpected in a 
way that causes the reader or 
listener to reframe or 
reinterpret the first part.  It is 
frequently used for humorous 
or dramatic effect, sometimes 
producing an anticlimax 
Ø  I asked God for a bike, but I 
know God doesn't work that 
way.  So I stole a bike and 
asked for forgiveness. 
Ø  Do not argue with an idiot. 
He will drag you down to his 
level and beat you with 
experience. 
Ø  I want to die peacefully in 
my sleep, like my grandfather. 
 Not screaming and yelling like 
the passengers in his car. 
Ø  Going to church doesn't 
make you a Christian any 
more than standing in a 
garage makes you a car. 
Ø  The last thing I want to do 
is hurt you.  But it's still on the 
list. 
Ø  Light travels faster than 
sound.  This is why some 
people appear bright until you 
hear them speak. 
Ø  If I agreed with you we'd 
both be wrong. 
Ø  We never really grow up, 
we only learn how to act in 
public. 
Ø  War does not determine 
who is right - only who is left. 
Ø  Knowledge is knowing a 
tomato is a fruit; Wisdom is not 
putting it in a fruit salad. 
Ø  The early bird might get the 
worm, but the second mouse 
gets the cheese. 
Ø  Evening news is where 
they begin with 'Good 
evening', and then proceed to 
tell you why it isn't. 
Ø  To steal ideas from one 
person is plagiarism.  To steal 
from many is research. 
Ø  A bus station is where a 
bus stops.  A train station is 
where a train stops.  On my 
desk, I have a work station. 
Ø  How is it that one careless 
match can start a forest fire, 
but it takes a whole box to 
start a campfire? 
Ø  Some people are like 
Slinkies ... not really good for 
anything, but you can't help 

smiling when you see one 
tumble down the stairs. 
Ø  Dolphins are so smart that 
within a few weeks of captivity, 
they can train people to stand 
on the very edge of the pool 
and throw them fish. 
Ø  I thought I wanted a career, 
turns out I just wanted pay 
cheques. 
Ø  A bank is a place that will 
lend you money, if you can 
prove that you don't need it. 
Ø  Whenever I fill out an 
application, in the part that 
says "If an emergency, notify:" 
I put "DOCTOR". 
Ø  I didn't say it was your fault, 
I said I was blaming you. 
Ø  I saw a woman wearing a 
sweat shirt with "Guess" on 
it...so I said "Implants?" 
Ø  Why does someone believe 
you when you say there are 
four billion stars, but check 
when you say the paint is wet? 
 

STORY 

From “Brigalow Billy Cans and 
Bottle Trees” (subtitled a Bush 
Upbringing in the Grosmont – 
Taroom – Wandoan Area) by 
Joan Clothier White. 
…Wandoan and Taroom had 
only Secondary Departments 
and finished at Year 10. Both 
were too far away to seriously 
consider driving in and out 
each day and there was no 
school bus at that time but 
something had to be decided 
and soon. This was because 
there had recently been 
changes to the Education Act 
decreeing that every child was 
now required to attend school 
until the age of fifteen. Before 
this, only those children who 
had sat for and passed the 
Scholarship examination at the 
end of Year 8 went on to 
further education.   
There was the added 
consideration that Kristine 
required some orthodontic 
work. There were no 
orthodontists anywhere near 
us, so to find one, we had to 
look further afield. This was 
the factor that finally made the 
decision for us. Mum sent 
away for a prospectus from 
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various boarding schools but 
when an orthodontist in 
Warwick was suggested to us 
as an excellent choice by local 
dentist, Bud Ford, the decision 
was narrowed down to one 
that had already come highly 
recommended to us.  
St Catharine’s Church of 
England Girls School was the 
school ultimately chosen and 
we duly ventured off there to 
begin Year 8 in 1965. The 
journey was nothing as simple 
as straight through to 
Warwick. We caught the rail 
motor very early in the 
morning in Wandoan which 
took us as far as Toowoomba.  
Upon reaching Toowoomba, 
with all of the luggage that we 
were going to need for a whole 
school term, we had to get it 
and ourselves to Skennars 
bus depot and make sure we 
were on the bus to Warwick at 
the appointed time. We arrived 
in Warwick after 5.30pm and 
then needed to catch a taxi to 
school. It was a big day but we 
managed all the connections 
successfully and arrived safely 
at school in time for the 
evening meal. 
Boarding school was a 
monumental eye opener for 
two girls coming from the bush 
like we did. Prior to this, we 
had always thought Dad’s only 
interest in us was the standard 
of our arithmetic skills, how 
well we could catch and ride a 
horse or accomplish any of the 
scores of other things we were 
expected to do at home. Now, 
to our astonishment, it 
appeared he wanted us 
transformed into ladies as 
well!  
We were expected to wear 
shoes at all times and were 
initiated into the mysteries of 
stockings—with seams—and 
hats and gloves and clothes 
that were suitable for some 
occasions but most definitely 
not for others.  
There were protocols for 
everything: protocols for the 
dining room, protocols for 
dressing and undressing, 
protocols for showering and 
lining up for assembly every 

morning and protocols for 
which year levels it was 
permissible to fraternise with 
and which it was not.  
Shoes and fingernails were 
inspected for shortness and 
cleanliness in a line-up every 
morning prior to assembly and 
hair had to be kept short and 
swing free of our collars. Study 
periods both morning and 
night were supervised 
including a session on 
Saturday mornings. Every 
single moment seemed to be 
programmed and regimented. 
Many girls came from 
reasonably well-off families 
and most of them would have 
found our background 
unbelievable, a joke, perhaps, 
and quite beyond their 
understanding—if they ever 
found out about it. You may be 
sure they never heard any 
such details from us. Several 
of them were city bred and 
already considered 
themselves of vastly superior 
stock and background: they 
left us in no doubt about their 
social position and place in the 
pecking order.  
In fact, many was the time I 
felt like a fish out of water: 
awkward, completely 
agricultural, and always 
struggling to belong. The only 
place where I felt as if I 
measured up was 
academically and in sport 
where I held my own in both 
swimming and athletics. For 
children who had grown up in 
the wide open spaces, free to 
shout as loudly and as often 
we liked, all of these things 
were a major, life altering 
change.  
There was one saving grace in 
all this enormously stressful 
upheaval, I am happy to say, 
and that was the weekly letter 
from Mum at home. Other kids 
at school might get just one or 
two pages from their parents. 
Not us.  
We would gather round at mail 
call and there would be the 
inevitable letter that was 
thicker by far than all the rest. 
Mum, the quintessential letter 
writer, would sit down and 

write to us week in and week 
out a lovely long newsy letter 
full of all the ordinary day to 
day details that brought home 
closer to us when we were so 
far away.  
In this new setting, the 
differences between school 
and the environment we were 
used to—our home in all its 
simplicity—were worlds apart. 
We had never given a thought 
to the fact that our lives might 
be so very different from that 
of others but we were learning 
fast. 
Mum’s letters would not 
consist of just one or two 
pages but might be anywhere 
up to twenty-four all closely 
written on both sides of the 
paper and ironed flat to fit in 
the envelope with minimum 
bulk. The first time one of 
these letters was delivered 
into our hands was the time 
that I was most overcome with 
home-sickness… 

VALE      

 
We have been advised that 
Ian Schnitzerling passed away 
recently. Ian attended Slade 
around 1948 to 1950. It would 
be greatly appreciated if you 
have any information re Ian’s 
passing that you pass it on to 
us. Thank you. 
 
Funeral of Elizabeth 
Margaret Wickham (1945 – 
2010) 

 
Elizabeth’s funeral was 
attended by Di Cory, Pat 
Marshall, Jenny Croft and 
myself.  It was a large funeral 
as Elizabeth was loved by so 
many.  She is survived by 
three children Tony, Ross and 
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Janet and three siblings Wilf, 
Edwin and Gwyneth. 
Elizabeth planned the whole 
funeral - the readings, the 
hymns and she even wrote her 
own eulogy.  She had selected 
family and friends to lay 
symbols on her coffin.  One 
symbol was gum leaves as 
she grew up in the country at 
Kararra.  The eulogy was read 
by the Principal and another 
teacher from Morooka State 
School where she taught for 
many years.  She had so 
much faith and praise for her 
Lord.  The pastor said his 
sermon was the only part of 
the service that Elizabeth did 
not write or had not heard, so 
he hoped there was not a 
lightning bolt.  She had asked 
for her ashes to be placed 
beside her Grandma and 
Grandpa’s grave amongst the 
grass and weeds at the old 
Warwick cemetery.  
Margaret Stewart 

 
Elizabeth Wickham arrived at 
St Catharine’s in 1959 to start 
Sub-Junior. She was quickly 
know as Wicky and was 
identified as a very bright 
student, winning a scholarship 
to Teacher’s College in 
Junior.  This enabled her to 
continue on to Senior, then 
College.  
Elizabeth along with Lynn 
Johnson was dux of the school 
in 1962.  At the Crothers 
House meeting in 1962 she 
was elected as Crothers 
House secretary, as she was 
so neat and organized the job 
was done to perfection. 

 We remember when her baby 
sister was born and Anne 
Carpenter told the teachers 
she should be able to go and 
see her new sister straight 
away. Go Annie! We hope that 
happened, but can not 
remember if it did.   

 Wicky was quite the poet and 
wrote lots as she was quite the 
romantic. She could also hold 
a conversation while knitting 
and reading, all at the same 
time. 
We moved to Parkinson 
House for our senior years 
and all lived very cosily 
together, sleeping on the 
verandah and dressing in the 
cubicles.   

 As time moved on we all kept 
in contact and delighted in our 
life together, remembering the 
good along with the not so 
good. 
Elizabeth will be in our 
memories forever.    
Di Cory Howcroft (1952-
1962) 
 

PER VOLAR SONATA – 
PATRIBUS DIGNI ESTOTE 

(Born to fly higher - be worthy 
of our Forebears) 

 

 

 

MUG SHOTS 

 
 
These bevies of beauties were the attendees at the 1959 St Catharine’s Annual Reunion. Do you recognize 
any of them in their hats, gloves and handbags? Wyn Boatfield is this tall lassie four from the right in the front 
row. Her sister, Fay, is to her right. Some of these girls attended St Catharine’s in Stanthorpe. 
 


